
LESSON PLAN: Week 1 
 

Title: Colours - Rainbow Sunflower Collage 

Learning objective: To learn the English names for different colours 

Materials needed: 
Cardboard 
Glue (PVA or glue stick) 
Old magazines 
Black marker pen 
Pencil 

Introduction to lesson: 
In this lesson, we will make a collage of a sunflower using old magazines. The theme for the lesson is 
the rainbow, so each petal of the sunflower will represent a different colour of the rainbow. This craft 
activity is enjoyable for everyone and once it is completed, the artwork can be displayed in a window or 
on a wall for everyone to see and enjoy! After making the sunflower collage, we will complete three 
additional activities to learn the English words for different colours: a vocabulary exercise, a word 
search and an activity to complete some sentences with missing words. 

Craft activity: Rainbow sunflower collage - https://reepinfo.org/agdz-1-craft 
Look through the old magazines for pages with blocks of colour and tear them out. Separate them into 
the different colours of the rainbow - red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and purple – and brown for 
the centre. Tear the coloured sections into small, mosaic-like pieces. Next, use a pencil and marker pen 
to draw the outline of a sunflower onto a piece of cardboard. You will need seven petals for the seven 
colours of the rainbow and a circle for the centre. Spread glue inside the first petal, then stick torn 
pieces of red paper over it until the cardboard is covered. Do the same with the other petals using each 
colour of the rainbow in succession, then cover the centre of the sunflower with the brown paper. You 
can also colour the background white or black using paint or torn paper to make the sunflower colours 
really stand out. 

Vocabulary activity - https://reepinfo.org/agdz-1-vocab 
Look at each of the colours and say the English words for them. You can listen to the words and 
practise saying them first, then practise writing them. 

Word search activity - https://reepinfo.org/agdz-1-wordsearch 
Look at the different colours you have been learning in English and try find them all in the grid.  How 
quickly can you find them?  You must find the word by finding all the letters in the word together in the 
correct order - this can either be forwards, backwards, up, down or diagonal. 

Sentences activity - https://reepinfo.org/agdz-1-sentences 
There are ten sentences in this activity.  Each sentence has a missing word that is a colour.  Find the 
correct missing colour and put it in the space to complete each sentence. There is one missing word for 
each sentence. 

Notes: 
 
 
 
 


